2021 STR Forecast & Hotel
Guest Review Impact on Recovery

Guest Reviews and your responses are going to play a bigger part than ever before
in Hotel Recovery - 2021 and beyond. Here are the latest facts and trends.
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OTA Insight has been analyzing search data for ﬂights...took a turn for the worse
after summer ended, COVID cases began rising, and increased travel restrictions
were put in place.
However, after November 9th, around the time drug makers made their vaccine
ﬁndings public, ﬂight searches to four major cities shot up nearly 30%.
Based on the number of people researching trips, vaccine availability has been the
most promising sign thus far that travel may soon return to some sort of normalcy.
With historical data rendered nearly useless, many sales and marketing teams have
turned to more top-of-funnel data sets, ﬁnding ways to target travelers earlier in their
booking journey...marketers must know as much as they can about potential guests
before they book a room, not waiting until reservations are “on the books.”
Armed with this information, hoteliers can get a clearer picture of high-demand days
and set aggressive strategies to capture the most travelers on the busiest days.
If hoteliers know exactly how many travelers are ﬂying into their market during a
particular week or weekend, they can benchmark booking performance against their
competitors - ensuring they’re getting their fair share of business.
SOURCE: OTAInsight.com

2021 & 2022 U.S. Forecast

Worsened pandemic metrics and assumptions of limited early-year travel led
STR and Tourism Economics to slightly downgrade their latest U.S. hotel
forecast.

Key Performance Indicators
2020A - 2021F - 2022F

*Reflects Total-Room Inventory (TRI) methodology, which assumes no
temporary hotel closures.

“These opening months of the year are going to resemble some of the
slowest of 2020, but we are optimistic that hotel demand will
improve as vaccine distribution becomes more widespread and
travel conﬁdence grows, while the early indicators should be visible
in Q2, we expect Q3 to be the point where leisure travel shifts into
high gear and corporate and group business show more progressive
improvement. That will feed into a 2022 that shows a higher level
of recovery.”
Amanda Hite - President, STR

Hotel Closings
5.1% Closed
1,882 U.S. Closed Hotels

NOTE: A hotel is deemed to be “closed” when it shows no inventory for sale
on its own website nor on the major online travel agency sites. The hotel is
also reporting 'no rooms occupied and no room revenue'.

U.S. Closed Hotels by Chain Scale

SOURCE: KalibriLabs.com

U.S. Forecast: COVID-19
Recovery Scenario
STR and Tourism Economics project the industry will

76%

recapture 76% of demand by the end of 2021

RevPAR will be 39.3% lower than in 2019. Average daily

-39%

rate (ADR) and revenue will follow a slower recovery
timeline

Demand will be back at 100% by Year End 2023,

100%

however, RevPAR will be down by 11% with projected
recovery in 2024

SOURCE: str.com/pressrelease

Sampling of Top 50 U.S.
Markets Forecast Revenue
Here are ﬁgures of actual 2019 & 2020 and what the expected
growth looks like for the next 3 years by source of business.
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The impact of COVID-19
on Meetings & Events
Travelers are eager to get back to business. Nearly three-fourths of travelers
expect that their companies will allow select business travel as opportunities
return.
Response to how the pandemic will impact travelers’ plans varies relative to
how they get there, what types of meetings they’ll attend, and where they’ll
sleep.
Comfort attending meetings or events doesn't change much by event purpose
or size; conventions, conferences or trade shows only lag other meetings and
events slightly.
Three in four travelers feel comfortable traveling for U.S. meetings and
events, but far fewer are content to cross international borders.

9 in 10
willing to
attend

23%
plan to cut
back

Nine in ten are willing to attend meetings and events even if the threat
of COVID-19 hasn't been resolved
23% plan to cut back travel to only attend essential meetings or events
SOURCE:
PhocusWright.com/Free-TravelResseach

U.S. Anatomy of Travel Recovery
2020 - 2021 per STR

The second phase of recovery is forecasted to resume in Q2 2021 with small
and medium events.
Group and meetings related travel surpassed 6 million travelers per month in
January-February 2020, but only reached 1 million in August-October. Group
demand is forecasted to be down by 85% compared to 2019 levels through
April 2021, and then increase slightly to -75% in May 2021. Large group and
meeting-related travel face a long road to recovery as travelers take time to
become comfortable with these types of events again.
It is clear from business travel data that most business travel management
programs are planning on utilizing fewer hotels in 2021 compared to prior
years.
Despite modest improvements in 2021, business travel revenue is ultimately
not expected to return to 2019 levels until 2024.
The third quarter in 2023 is expected to be the ﬁrst quarter in which business
travel demand is above the corresponding quarter in 2019, with room rate
recovery lagging behind demand.
SOURCE: str.com/press-release

The impact of COVID-19 on
Corporate Transient Travel
Despite modest improvements in 2021, business travel revenue is ultimately
not expected to return to 2019 levels until 2024.
The third quarter in 2023 is expected to be the ﬁrst quarter in which business
travel demand is above the corresponding quarter in 2019, with room rate
recovery lagging behind demand.
Employers will play an important role in helping to revive business travel. In a
January 2021 national survey, nearly nine in 10 business travelers (87%) said
their employer had put at least some restrictions on employee travel:

37%

said their employer has completely
halted all business travel

34%

said their employer has reduced
business travel for all employees

16%

said their employer has reduced
business travel for some employees

13%

said business travel is continuing
at the same rate

Among business travelers whose employer has halted or reduced business
travel, 21% expect it to resume to pre-pandemic levels in the ﬁrst half of
2021, 26% in Q3, 16% in Q4, and 29% sometime after 2021. Another 7% do
not expect business travel to ever resume to pre-pandemic levels
SOURCE: National Business Travel
Commissioned by AHLA

OTAs Role in Recovery
After the pandemic began, OTAs have re-evolved. Their role
in hotel bookings and the latest stats are below.
Travelers are 57% more likely to book their travel via an
OTA than before the pandemic. This is most pronounced
among millennials and Generation X, the two groups with
the highest overall intent to travel.

57%

Making Travel Decisions
The tides have changed once again as 69% of the people are looking for the
best nightly rate. In addition, OTAs also play a critical role in the overall hotel
purchase path.
35%

40%

69%

To get the best
nightly rate

To compare
properties in one
location

To get the
best room

56% of domestic travelers that use an OTA in the research and planning
phase are likely to also book via an OTA
61% of travelers use OTAs to plan or research at least one aspect of their
trip, from hotels to ﬂights, to car rentals, activities, and more
SOURCE: Expedia
Group Trends &
Insights

Reviews' Role in Revenue

70% of the individuals use ﬁlter ratings
35% of the individuals use the rating ﬁlter of
4 stars or higher
Hotels responding to 0% of their guest reviews earn 10% less in revenue
Hotels responding to 1% to 25% of their guest reviews earn 9% more in revenue
than their competitors
Study also showed that hotels responding to more than 25% of their guest reviews
earn $180K more each year than their competitors
Hotels with more recent reviews increased revenue by 30%
Hotels that did not have more current reviews lost 20% in revenue
Hotels that obtained as little as 1 to 8 new reviews earned 31% more in revenue
than the ones with no new review
Hotels that consistently received 25+ fresh reviews earned +41% in revenue
Hotels continue to be more sensitive to negative ratings than any other industry
Hotels with a rating between 3.5 and 4.5 earn far more than any other group
Oddly enough, hotels with a higher rating than 4.5 earn less
70% of the individuals use ﬁlter ratings and 35% use the rating ﬁlter of 4 stars or
higher
SOURCE:
ReviewTracker.com/reviews

What counts on OTA today?
Who did you tell about your
good/bad experience?
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Stories were most frequently told in person to friends and family (76% for
overall bad vs 74% for overall good experiences).
It is worthy to note that the most important of their rating is based on
“Customer Service”.
Word of mouth marketing travels far. It was especially common to share
experiences online after a negative run-in with customer service.
They communicated bad experiences through social media more often than
their good experiences (49% vs bad and 38% vs good.)
The trend was similar for online review sites (46% vs bad vs 27% for good).
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consumers are likely to
leave a review after a
positive experience

consumers are likely to
leave a review after a
negative experience

consumers share a bad
customer service w/peers
after a negative
experience

In addition to changing their buying behaviors, people will most likely
share their experiences—good or bad—with others, which can signiﬁcantly
amplify the effects of their words on a company’s long-term business.
SOURCE:Zendesk.com/cust
omer-service-and-lifetimecustomer-value

How to Apply

RESPONDING PRINCIPLES
FOR GUEST REVIEWS & SURVEYS
COVID-19 redeﬁned traveler behavior. This presents an opportunity to reexamine our own behaviors and reset our strategies to appeal to travelers. To
help the industry understand emerging leisure and business travel trends in
the “next normal,” Expedia Group ﬁnished their study and have shared the
new inﬂuences shaping travel preferences. Embracing new behaviors will help
Hoteliers to shift strategies to meet evolving traveler needs, and support
Hotels' decisions in reemerging travel policies.
Room Cleanliness & Overall Condition of the Hotel matter
Nearly three-quarters of travelers read reviews before
booking a property and rate the most influential reviews as
those about “room cleanliness” and “overall condition" of
the hotel.

Reputation & Hotel Communication
80% percentof travelers believe if hotels do not respond to
negative property reviews, then the review must be truthful.

Transport Guests with Great Photos
Travelers look at an average of nine photos before
deciding to stay at a property and more than a third would
like 10 or more. Hotel team should capture what is unique
about their property, influencing guests in the dreaming or
research phase of their travel journey to book your Hotel

Be Communicative
70% want to receive information on amenities prior to
check-in. Nearly 60% of travelers are willing to share
their arrival time, along with any special needs, in advance
to improve their stay.

Stand Out from the Rest
More than eight in ten travelers said hotels in similar price
ranges look the same online and that they must do more
to stand out. This crossed generational lines, showing that
properties should do more to make their value proposition
unique and differentiated. Hotels can differentiate by
offering flexible cancellation policies or value-added
incentives like breakfast vouchers, free parking, or
upgrades to premium rooms.
SOURCE: Expedia Group
Trends & Insights

Tripadvisor Tool
“Make social distancing easier. Travel Crowd free."
CrowdFree.Me

Tripadvisor has launched a new platform to help consumers identify areas that
are less crowded in cities around the United States.

" The initial idea came from someone who is no longer with
Tripadvisor, but another engineer still with the company took the
lead on developing the platform in partnership with Slack,
Amazon Web Services and nine other technology companies,
whose engineers volunteered time to develop the system."
Brian Hoyt
Tripadvisor
Crowdfree.me is intended to help consumers avoid crowds at both businesses
and public places such as parks and beaches. The system uses aggregated,
historical trafﬁc data from anonymized cell phone location pings from users
that have opted in to share their location via their mobile devices.
The data is displayed on a map and graphed based on the time of day and the
day of the week. Data is updated once each day and more recent data is
weighted higher than older data.
Users can click on a location to view how crowded it is for each hour on a
particular day or a given day of the week. An overlay of a heatmap also
indicates the density of crowds in public areas, using yellow for low density
and red for high.
The platform also incorporates location safety scores from ViruSafe by Neura,
one of the technology partners, so users can identify public spaces and
businesses where COVID risk rates are high.
NOTE: The system does not store personally identiﬁable information, and Hoyt
says 'none of the data is used for commercial purposes'.
SOURCE: Crowdfree from
Tripadvisor

BOTTOM LINE
Flight Data is becoming a useful tool in revenue management to seize
opportunities and capture market share, targeting travelers earlier in the
booking journey.
STR forecasts indicate industry Demand will recover quicker than ADR,
recapturing 76% of Demand by end of 2021 with 100% recovery by end of 2023.
RevPAR recovery expected by end of 2024.
Corporate Transient & Groups will grow slightly in Q2 & Q3, still lagging behind
other segments due to employer travel restrictions. Growth will occur once
vaccine availability increases. OTAs are projected to play a substantial role in
recovery with projected YOY revenue growth through 2023. Travelers are 57%
more likely to book via an OTA than before the pandemic.
Reach future travelers by responding to all Reviews + Guest Satisfaction Surveys
boosting confidence in a safestay and a positive experience at your hotel.
Tripadvisor’s Crowdfree.me tool will enable travelers to identify and avoid
crowds in U.S.cities. Continue promoting your safe stay initiatives through OTAs
and social media channels.
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